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Performance View
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Performance View Tool Bar
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1. Add or remove a Chord Glide touch pad from the screen. Chord Glide allows users to have 1-8 chord touch pads on the
screen at a time.
2. Tap on left and right arrows to make tempo adjustments. Swipe down to open the precise tempo editor.
3. Immediately stop all current playing notes. (MIDI oﬀ messages are sent to the synthesizer or DAW)
4. Mute or unmute the Chord Glide Synthesizer.
5. Open/Close the Chord Glide Synthesizer.
6. Open/Close the Chord Glide Media Library.
7. Open/Close the Color Theme Chooser
8. Open/Close Settings
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Chord Glide Pad
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1. The white divider lines at the top of screen separate sections of the touch pad into individual notes similar to keys on a piano.
In this example, the touch pad has nine notes. Stored notes ascend by pitch from left to right.
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2. Taping or Sliding between divider lines with one finger will sound the corresponding note. The vertical location where the pad
is touched will eﬀect the volume of the sounded note. Touching at the bottom of a touch pad will result in a quiet note while
touching at the top will result in a loud note.
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3. Tapping or Sliding with two fingers will play all of the stored notes sounding in a chord. Volume again will be eﬀected by the
vertical position of the touch or slide.
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Touching or Sliding with three fingers will start Chord Glide's Note Sequencer. A sequencer plays single notes one at a time in a
sequence created by the user. (See Chord Glide's Chord Editor for instructions on how to create sequences.)
4. In this picture, the user is pressing the touch pad with three fingers. The 3rd finger will always be represented with a diﬀerent
color than the 1st and 2nd finger and is referred to as the Guide Finger. The guide finger works in conjunction with the
fractions at the bottom of the touch pad. The fractions represent the speed at which notes in a sequence will play. In this
picture, the user has their Guide Finger to the right of the 161 fraction and to the left of the 321 , therefore the sequencer will play 16
notes per beat.
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Chord Glide Media Library
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The Chord Glide Media Library stores two types of objects: Chords and Songs. Chord objects store a sequence of notes and
sequencer divisions. Song objects store 8 chord objects, settings for the Chord Glide Synthesizer, and tempo.
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1. Press the Music Note Symbol to open/close the Chord Glide Media Library.
2. Double tap the text label to rename the chord touch pad.
3. Open the chord editor for the current touch pad.
4. Save the current chord to the Library.
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5. Search for Song and Chord objects
6. Save all of the chords in the touch pads, synth settings,
and tempo into a Song; then store it in the Media Library.
7. Enter Select mode. Multiple Songs and Chords can be
selected and then deleted in bulk.
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8. Hold and drag a Song object over any touch pad than
release it to replace song settings. (Previous settings will
be deleted unless they have been saved to the Song
Library.)
9. Tap once to get an audio preview of a chord. Double Tap
to rename the chord. Hold and drag over any touch pad
to replace the touch pad's chord settings.
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Chord Editor
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The Chord Editor allows you to create musical sequences and musical divisions that determine the speed at which notes
are played when touching with three fingers. By creating a musical sequence a user automatically creates a chord.
1

2

To access the Chord Editor from the Performance View press the musical note button (1) then press the edit button (2)
on the touch pad you want to edit.
3
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3. Tap to rename the current Chord Touch Pad.
4. Shows you the current notes in the chord as opposed to the notes in the sequence which can contain rests and
duplicate notes.
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5. Undo
6. Redo
7. Clear all notes, rests, and musical divisions
8. Select musical divisions
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9. Each cell represents a note. To delete a note double tap. To move a note to a diﬀerent position in the sequence hold and drag.
10. Add a musical pause to the sequence know as a rest.
11. Delete all occurrences of a note in a sequence.
12. Tap a piano key to add a note to the sequence. The same note can be added to the sequence multiple times.
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Chord Glide Synthesizer
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1. Open/Close the Chord Glide Synthesizer.
2. The Oscillator section of the synthesizer is what generates sound. Sliding the slider up increases the volume of a
waveform. The sound sources are sine, triangle, sawtooth, square, and sub (a square wave pitched down one
octave) waveforms. These sound sources can be mixed together to create endless variations in sound.
3. PWM (pulse width modulation) controls the shape of the square wave oscillator.
4. The envelope defines how the sound changes over time.
• A (Attack) represent the time taken for the sound to ramp from silence to its loudest level.
• D (Decay) represents the time taken for the sound to reduce volume from the loudest level to the sustain level.
• S (Sustain) is the volume level after the attack and decay that stays constant until fingers are lifted from the
screen.
• R (Release) begins after a note has been told to stop sounding. It represents the length of time that it will take for
the sound to fade from the sustain level to silence.
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5. Controls mix between clean sound and distorted sound.
6. Choose the rate at which the echoed sound repeats.
7. Set the level of the echoed notes.
8. Set how long the echo will sound out for.
9. Choose the type of filter that you want to use.
• LP (Low Pass) cuts out higher frequencies.
• HP (High Pass) cuts out the lower frequencies.
• BP (Band Pass) cuts out a single band of a frequency
10. Sets the point in the audible range where frequency is cut.
11. Sets the ramp at which the frequency is cutoﬀ.
12. Sets the mix between sound with no reverb and sound with reverb.
13. Sets the time that sound without reverb will play before the reverb is added to the mix.
14. Controls how long the reverb eﬀect will ring out.
15. Controls the master volume level.
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Connecting to a Digital Audio Workstation
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Connecting to Mac
1. Plug your iPad into your Mac with with a Lightning cable.
2. Follow the steps for Enabling USB Audio and MIDI for iOS.
3. Start or restart ChordGlide. Once this is completed your iPad will appear as a MIDI input in your DAW and you will
be able to send MIDI.
4. Select the appropriate MIDI Output Channel (Default is channel one). Select a new channel in the Chord Glide
Settings. Then select the desired channel
4
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Connecting to PC
1. Steps for connecting to a PC coming soon.
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